A Highly Reactive Mononuclear Non-Heme Manganese(IV)–Oxo Complex That Can Activate the Strong C–H Bonds of Alkanes
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ABSTRACT: A mononuclear non-heme manganese(IV)–oxo complex has been synthesized and characterized using various spectroscopic methods. The Mn(IV)–oxo complex shows high reactivity in oxidation reactions, such as C–H bond activation, oxidations of olefins, alcohols, sulfides, and aromatic compounds, and N-dealkylation. In C–H bond activation, the Mn(IV)–oxo complex can activate C–H bonds as strong as those in cyclohexane. It is proposed that C–H bond activation by the non-heme Mn(IV)–oxo complex does not occur via an oxygen-rebound mechanism. The electrophilic character of the non-heme Mn(IV)–oxo complex is demonstrated by a large negative $\rho$ value of $-4.4$ in the oxidation of para-substituted thioanisoles.

High-valent metal–oxo species have been invoked as key intermediates in the oxidation of organic substrates by metalloenzymes and metal catalysts.¹ A number of high-valent metal–oxo complexes have been synthesized and characterized using various spectroscopic methods and X-ray crystallography, and their reactivities have been investigated extensively in the oxidation of organic substrates, including C–H bond activation and oxygen atom transfer (OAT) reactions.² Some examples are synthetic heme and non-heme iron–oxo complexes as chemical models of cytochromes P450 and non-heme iron enzymes, respectively, and mechanisms of OAT from iron–oxo complexes to organic substrates have been intensively investigated in various oxidation reactions.³

High-valent manganese–oxo complexes bearing heme and non-heme ligands have also attracted much attention in the communities of bioinorganic and oxidation chemistry, since they have been shown promise as plausible intermediates in the catalytic oxidation of organic substrates by manganese catalysts and in water splitting by Photosystem II.⁴,⁵ However, synthetic manganese–oxo complexes have shown much less reactivity than their iron–oxo analogues in oxidation reactions,⁶–⁸ especially in non-heme manganese–oxo cases. For example, while it has been shown that non-heme iron(IV)–oxo complexes are able to activate C–H bonds of unactivated alkanes [e.g., cyclohexane, which has a C–H bond dissociation energy (BDE) of 99.5 kcal mol$^{-1}$]⁹, the non-heme manganese(IV)–oxo complexes reported to date are capable of activating weak C–H bonds of activated alkanes (e.g., alkylaromatics such as xanthene, 9,10-dihydroanthracene, and fluorene).⁷ In addition, while it has been well-established that the C–H bond activation of alkanes by iron–oxo complexes occurs via an oxygen-rebound mechanism,¹⁰ the mechanism of C–H bond activation by manganese–oxo analogues has been less clearly understood and remains elusive. This is probably due to the low reactivity of the manganese–oxo complexes in C–H bond activation reactions. In this communication, we report the synthesis, characterization, and results of reactivity studies of a highly reactive non-heme manganese(IV)–oxo complex that can activate C–H bonds as strong as those in cyclohexane. The mechanism of the C–H bond activation by the non-heme manganese(IV)–oxo complex is discussed as well. In addition to C–H bond activation, the manganese–oxo complex turns out to be a versatile oxidant in the oxidation of olefins, alcohols, sulfides, and aromatic compounds as well as in N-dealkylation.

The starting manganese(II) complex, [Mn(II)(Bn-TPEN)]$^{2+}$ (1) [Bn-TPEN = N-benzyl-N,N,N′,N′-tris(2-pyridylmethyl)-1,2-diaminoethane], was synthesized by reacting Mn(II)(CF$_3$SO$_3$)$_2$, 2CH$_3$CN with a pentadentate Bn-TPEN ligand in CH$_3$CN under an Ar atmosphere [see the Experimental Section and Figure S1 in the Supporting Information (SI) for synthetic procedures and spectroscopic characterization]. The crystal structure of 1–CF$_3$SO$_3$ exhibits a distorted octahedral geometry.
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(Figure 1a and Tables S1 and S2 in the SI). Addition of 4 equiv of iodosylbenzene (PhIO) to a 1 mM solution of 1 in CF₃CH₂OH at 25 °C gave a greenish-yellow complex, 2, with an absorption band at 1040 nm (ε ≈ 220 M⁻¹ cm⁻¹) and shoulders at 450 and 610 nm (Figure 2). The metastable intermediate (t₁/₂ ≈ 40 min at 25 °C) was characterized using various spectroscopic techniques. The X-band EPR spectrum of 2 shows signals at g = 5.5, 2.76, and 1.76, characteristic of S = 3/2 Mn⁴⁺ (Figure S2).⁷ The spin state of 2 was confirmed using the Evans’ NMR method,⁸ and the magnetic moment of 4.3 μB indicates the spin state of S = 3/2 for 2. The electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) data for 2 show two prominent ion peaks at m/z 247.0 and 643.0 (Figure S3), whose mass and isotope distribution patterns correspond to [Mn⁴⁺(O)(Bn-TPEN)]⁺ (calcd m/z 247.0) and [Mn⁴⁺(O)(Bn-TPEN)(CF₃SO₃)]⁺ (calcd m/z 643.1). Upon introduction of ¹⁸O into 2 using PhI¹⁸O, shifts from m/z 247.0 to 248.0 and m/z 643.0 to 645.0 were observed (Figure S3), indicating that 2 contains an oxygen atom.

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) at the Mn K edge confirmed the assignment of the oxidation states of Mn ions in the studied manganese complexes. The Mn K edges show a pronounced shift toward higher energies in the series containing MnII (247.0 and 643.0 (Figure S3), whose mass and isotope distribution patterns correspond to [Mn⁴⁺(O)(Bn-TPEN)]⁺ (calcd m/z 247.0) and [Mn⁴⁺(O)(Bn-TPEN)(CF₃SO₃)]⁺ (calcd m/z 643.1). Upon introduction of ¹⁸O into 2 using PhI¹⁸O, shifts from m/z 247.0 to 248.0 and m/z 643.0 to 645.0 were observed (Figure S3), indicating that 2 contains an oxygen atom.

Figure 2. UV–vis spectral changes showing the formation of 2 (red line) in the reaction of [Mn(II)(Bn-TPEN)]²⁺ (1 mM, blue line) and PhIO (4 mM in CF₃CH₂OH) in CF₃CH₂OH at 25 °C. The inset shows the time course of the formation of 2 monitored at 1040 nm.

Figure 3. (a) Normalized Mn K-edge XAS of [Mn(II)(Bn-TPEN)]²⁺ (1, black line), Mn⁴⁺(O)(Bn-TPEN)]²⁺ (2, red line), and [Mn(II)(Bn-TPEN)(OCH₂CF₃)]²⁺ (3, blue line). (b) Overlay of the Fourier transforms (k = 3.5–11.3 Å⁻¹) of 1 (black line) and 2 (red line). The inset shows EXAFS data for 2 with the fit (Table S3).

The kinetic data for the decay of 2 (Figure 4a inset), increased linearly with increasing ethylbenzene concentration (Figure S5), giving a second-order rate constant of 2.7 × 10⁻² M⁻¹ s⁻¹ at 25 °C. A kinetic isotope effect (KIE) value of 7.9(3) was obtained in the oxidation of ethylbenzene by 2 (Figure S5). Similarly, the second-order rate constants were determined for the oxidation of other substrates by 2, and a linear correlation between the reaction rate and the C–H BDE of the substrate was found (Figure 4b and Table S4 and Figure S6). On the basis of the large KIE value and the good correlation between the reaction rate and the substrate BDE, we conclude that H-atom abstraction from a C–H bond of the substrate by 2 is the rate-determining step (r.d.s.) in the C–H bond activation reaction.

Product analysis of the reaction solution of the ethylbenzene oxidation by 2 revealed the formation of 1-phenylethanol (23 ± 4%), acetoephone (12 ± 3%), and styrene (7 ± 3%).¹⁴ The latter is the product of a desaturation reaction.¹⁵ When the ethylbenzene oxidation was performed with ¹³O-labeled 2 (2-¹³O), the oxygens in the phenylethanol and acetoephone products were found to derive from the manganese–oxy species (Figure S7).¹⁴ We also characterized 3, the decay product of 2 in the ethylbenzene oxidation (see Figure 4a) using various spectroscopic methods. ESI-MS of 3 showed prominent peaks at m/z 288.5 and 725.9 (Figure S8) whose mass and isotope distribution patterns correspond to [Mn¹³O(Bn-TPEN)(CF₃CH₂O)]²⁺ (calcd m/z 288.5) and [Mn¹³O(Bn-TPEN)(CF₃CH₂O)(CF₃SO₃)]⁻ (calcd m/z 726.0), respectively. The X-band EPR spectrum of
CH₃CN at 25°C (see Table S4 and Figure S6).

Based on the number of equivalent target C/C₁₇₆ bonds in the substrate, the rate constants k₂ were determined at 25°C and then adjusted for reaction stoichiometry to yield k₂ values based on the number of equivalent target C–H bonds in the substrate (see Table S4 and Figure S6).

Scheme 1. Proposed Mechanism for the Activation of C–H Bonds by [MnIV(O)(Bn-TPEN)]²⁺ (2) (L and R'OH Stand for the Bn-TPEN Ligand and the CF₃CH₂OH Solvent, Respectively)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>reaction</th>
<th>substrate</th>
<th>k₂ (M⁻¹ s⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C–H bond activation</td>
<td>ethylbenzene</td>
<td>2.7 × 10⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alkene oxidation</td>
<td>cyclohexene</td>
<td>3.2 × 10⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alcohol oxidation</td>
<td>benzyl alcohol</td>
<td>4.9 × 10⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aromatic oxidation</td>
<td>naphthalene</td>
<td>9.4 × 10⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-oxidation</td>
<td>thioanisole</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-dealkylation</td>
<td>N,N-dimethylamine</td>
<td>N.D.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Reaction conditions: 2 (1 mM) in 19:1 (v/v) CF₃CH₂OH/CH₃CN at 25°C. The reaction temperature was 0°C. The reaction was too fast for the rate constant to be determined, even at −20°C.*

It is of interest to note that the one-electron-reduced Mn(III) complex 3 rather than the two-electron-reduced Mn(II) complex was formed in the C–H bond activation reactions by Mn(IV)–oxo complex 2. This observation is contrary to the well-known oxygen-rebound mechanism; the hydroxylation of alkanes by an iron(IV)–oxo porphyrin π-cation radical affords an iron(III) porphyrin complex as a two-electron-reduced product. The formation of Mn(III) complexes in C–H bond activation by non-heme Mn(IV)–oxo complexes has also been reported recently by Borovik, Costas, and their co-workers. How then are the Mn(III) complexes formed instead of Mn(II) complexes in the C–H bond activation reactions by Mn(IV)–oxo complexes? A proposed mechanism is depicted in Scheme 1. The first step of the C–H bond activation is H-atom abstraction from a C–H bond of the substrate by 2 (step a), which is the rate-determining step, as we have shown above. The rebound of the hydroxyl group to the alkyl radical generates a Mn(II) complex and a hydroxylation product (step b), and this is followed by a reaction between the Mn(II) complex and 2 that affords first a μ-oxo-bridged Mn(III) dimer (step c) and then Mn(III) complex 3 (step d). To test this proposed mechanism, we reacted equal amounts of 2 and [Mn(II)(Bn-TPEN)]²⁺ under the conditions for the C–H bond activation reaction (e.g., 25°C in CF₃CH₂OH). However, the formation of 3 was not observed (Figure S11), leading us to conclude that 3 is not the product of the reaction of a Mn(II) complex and 2. An alternative pathway for the formation of 3 would be the coupling of the alkyl radical with another molecule of 2, yielding 3 and the hydroxylation product (Scheme 1, steps e and f). We propose at this moment that the reaction between the Mn(III)–oxo and alkyl radical species is relatively slow because of a significant energy barrier in the oxygen-rebound step (step b), allowing a fast reaction between the alkyl radical and 2 to occur, giving 3 as a product (step e). Detailed investigations, including DFT calculations, are underway to understand the mechanism of the C–H bond activation by non-heme Mn(IV)–oxo complexes.

The reactivity of 2 was investigated kinetically in other oxidation reactions (Table 1), in view of the precedent that non-heme iron(IV)–oxo complexes are versatile oxidants in those oxidation reactions. In all of the reactions, 2 showed a high reactivity comparable to those of non-heme iron(IV)–oxo complexes (Table 1 and Figure S12). In addition, as observed in the oxidation of sulfides by non-heme iron(IV)–oxo complexes, the electrophilic character of the non-heme Mn(IV)–oxo complex was demonstrated by a large negative ρ value of −4.4 in the oxidation of para-substituted thioanisoles (Figure S13). Interestingly, in contrast to the C–H bond activation reactions, 2 was not converted to the Mn(III) complex 3 but to the Mn(II) complex.
complex (Figure S14), indicating that the oxidation of sulfides by 2 occurs via a two-electron oxidation process. In other oxidation reactions, such as in the oxidation of olefins, alcohols, and aromatic compounds, we observed the formation of 3 via one-electron oxidation process (data not shown). Although we have reported preliminary results that non-heme Mn(IV) – oxo complex 2 is a versatile oxidant in the oxidation of a variety of substrates via one-versus two-electron oxidation processes, detailed studies are underway to elucidate the mechanisms of the oxidation of the substrates by mononuclear non-heme manganese(IV) – oxo complexes.
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(15) The product distribution and yields were different when the reaction was carried out in the presence of O2. Similarly, the source of oxygen in the oxygenated products was molecular oxygen in this reaction, not the Mn(IV) – oxo complex (see Figure S7 for a detailed discussion).

(16) Preliminary DFT calculations suggested that there is a significant activation barrier for the rebound of the hydroxyl group to the alkyl radical (Scheme 1, step b), which would constitute a rate-limiting step if the reaction indeed were to proceed by this route.
